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Fancy dress competition- Primary 2022

Although perceived as a mere fun activity, fancy dress is of great benefit to children in their
foundation years for building their imagination and vocabulary. To enhance creativity, imagination and to
build confidence the Fancy Dress Competition was conducted for LKG, UKG, Std. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the
month of October 2022.
The theme for the LKG Fancy Dress Competition was “Our Animal Friends”. The students
exhibited their talents with great zeal and enthusiasm, dressing up as different animals and birds, in vibrant
and colourful costumes.
The students of UKG presented a fancy dress show titled “Helpers”. Children were dressed up
beautifully and exhibited their talent on stage through excellent dialogue delivery and rhythmic singing on
the character that they depicted.
Std. One conducted a fancy dress show for the students on the topic ‘Flowers’. Children dressed in
colourful costumes and spoke a few lines about the flower they dressed up as.
The children of Std. Two dressed as “Bommai” were brilliant in their own way. It was a delightful
experience with children in an array of glittering costumes.
Std. Three students were dressed up in various national and international costumes. They also spoke
about the materials, the procedure for wearing it and facts about the place.
The students of Std. 4 & 5 had Fancy Dress competition based on the dance forms across the globe
titled “Tip Tap Toe”. True to the theme, the vivacious dancers set the floor on fire with their energetic
performances. The students donned the vibrant costumes, spoke about the origin and significance of the
various dance forms across the globe.
Overall it was a visual treat for the audience and for the judges. The shows were worth
remembering.
The events were well appreciated by the judges. Mrs.Vijayalaksmi Mahalingam , Advisor Primary and
Mrs.Geetha Mahadevan , Co-ordinator Primary graced the events by their presence. The audience were
enlightened by Mrs. Rajarajeshwari , Headmistress Primary on the importance of Indian values and culture.

A glimpse of the Fancy Dress Competition:

